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1 Introduction 

In the shipping industry and in related industries it is common practise that the operators do not own all 

their vessels (assets) themselves. Instead of owning the vessels they can also chartered for a specific voyage 

or for a specific period (time-charter) in which the shipping company can freely manage the vessels. This of 

course provides the shipping companies with flexibility in terms of when and where the vessels are needed 

and they can react to changes in the market conditions relatively quickly. For example if the need for sea 

transportation suddenly drops, it is usually easier and less costly to terminate a time-charter contract than 

selling an owned asset in a low-demand market. Owning and operating a vessel to some extent a 

commoditised industry and a relatively efficient market exists for chartering vessels of various types and 

sizes globally where the current spot rates are predominantly determined by supply and demand.  

An agreement to charter a vessel for a given period does not only include clauses about the daily rate the 

charterer will need to pay the ship owner, but it would normally also include a number of options that the 

charterer can choose to make use of. Examples could be early termination of the time-charter agreement, 

the right to extensions, and the right to buy the chartered vessel. Furthermore, these options may be of 

different types ranging from European where the specific time for possible exercise is pre-determined to 

pure American options where the time of exercise could be anytime. In practise, the options are often 

Bermudan or more exotic ones where times of possible exercise could be a set of pre-determined dates or 

time windows. 

Shipping companies typically operate in very competitive markets with low differentiation between 

themselves and their competitors. They are often “price takers” in the sense that the market determines 

the prices they can get for their services. As discussed in Section 2.1, the demand for sea transportation can 

changes relatively quickly and making the right charter agreements is therefore essential for their 

businesses. However, they situation is different in other industries where vessels are also chartered, but 

without being the key asset in the operating models. One such example is Maersk Oil where tanker vessels 

are chartered on long-term contracts to be part of the oil production, but the vessels are only one out of 

many types of assets facilitating the oil production. In these industries a more traditional approach is often 

taken when deciding on asset configurations and negotiating the related agreements. Often a traditional 

financial model is built based on discounted cash flows for a number of scenarios, which is then used to 

assess the attractiveness of the offered time-charter agreements. Such models would however, normally 

neglect the value of the options built into the time-charter contracts, and consequently there is a risk of 

sub-optimal decision making. Furthermore, should-cost models of key assets are often built during 
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preparation of investments proposals and for use in contract negotiations. Again, in these models, options 

are normally not valued. 

This thesis will investigate how the option to terminate a time-charter contract can be valued in the specific 

case of Maersk Oil Qatar and it will be assessed whether the value is large enough to have a significant 

impact on the financial models normally used for valuation of such agreements. 

1.1 Maersk Oil Qatar 

Maersk Oil has for almost 25 years developed and operated the Al-Shaheen oil field in Qatar. The field is 

located approximately 80 km north of Doha and consists of 131 operational production and water injection 

wells, 18 permanent platforms, and 6 production installations connected by 20 pipelines.  

When oil is recovered from the underground, it needs to the exported from the oil field. This export is 

traditionally done in one of two ways:  

 Through a pipeline to shore where the oil can be stored and further processed, or 

 In tankers close to the producing platforms where the oil can be temporarily stored before being 

loaded on to other tankers and transported away. 

In the Al-Shaheen oil field, the latter of the two methods is used and the recovered oil is specifically loaded 

into two so-called Floating Storage and Offloading (FSO) vessels. Each of these FSOs is originally a tanker of 

the Ultra Large Crude Carrier (ULCC) class that has been converted by adding a number of technical 

installations that make the vessel suited for the operations in the Al-Shaheed field, e.g. hoses, water 

separation systems, helideck, additional accommodation units, painted white due to heat, etc. 

The two FSOs are owned by Euronav B.V. (50%) and Overseas Shipholding Group (50%) and chartered by 

Maersk Oil on contracts spanning multiple years at flat day rates fixed at the time of contract signature. 

Into the contracts are also built a number of options (e.g. termination of contract, purchase of chartered 

vessel, extension of contract period) which is more or less standard practise for most time-charter 

contracts. Only the option to terminate the contract will be analysed. 

There may arise situations where it in principle becomes favourable for Maersk Oil to terminate a contract 

and put in place an alternative solution for the oil export. For example if the cost of switching to an 

alternative oil export solution and operating it until the end of the analysed period is significantly less than 

the cost of the existing FSO solution or if the performance of the current FSO owners is unacceptable. One 

alternative solution, which is technically feasible, is to replace the two FSOs with three converted Very 
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Large Crude Carriers (VLCCs). A VLCC is in principle similar to a ULCC and the main difference is alone the 

capacity. See also Table 1 and Figure 1 below. Nevertheless, while there only exists a very limited number 

of ULCCs in the world there are many more VLCCs in operation. Furthermore, no new ULCCs have been 

built since 2002, mainly due to the financial crisis and new environmental regulations. Consequently, there 

is no well-functioning time-charter market for ULCCs, but there is for VLCCs. VLCC time-charter contracts 

are traded daily and a large number of brokers collect, analyse and publish daily spot rates. 

Vessel type VLCC ULCC 

Typical size 295,000 – 320,000 dwt. tonnes 320,000 – 500,000 dwt. tonnes 

Typical length 333 m 415 m 
Table 1: Typical sizes of VLCCs and ULCCs 

 

 

Figure 1: Illustration of the most common crude oil carrier classes 

 

If the time-charter rates of VLCCs drop sufficiently compared to what was anticipated at the time of 

entering into the FSO contracts, the alternative of chartering three VLCCs instead of continuing with the 

FSOs might become attractive. 

If Maersk Oil decides to terminate one or both of the FSO contracts, it will come at a cost. First of all a 

termination fee must be paid to the vessel owners. This fee has been negotiated and is clearly defined in 

the contracts. In addition Maersk Oil will have to put in place an alternative solution for the oil export, 

which will also imply some sunk costs, e.g. for conversion of new tankers,  modifications to existing assets, 

training of new crew, etc. A further complication is the risks involved in changing such a setup. Delays or 

quality issues could easily cause large losses of revenue. It therefore needs to be carefully considered and 

analysed before making such a decision. 
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Clearly having termination options built into the FSO contracts has a value to Maersk Oil as it provides 

flexibility, but it is unknown what this value is. Often the termination fees and day rates are subject to 

commercial negotiations without having a quantitative model establishing a unique relationship between 

the two. 

1.2 Problem statement and scope 

In this thesis, the following question will be examined: 

How can options for early termination in time-charter contracts be valued and what are the consequences 

of neglecting these in traditional project cost estimates? 

As previously mentioned, options for early termination is not the only option normally built into time-

charter contracts, but in this thesis the focus will be on that alone. However, similar analysis could well be 

equally relevant for options to buy the vessel or extend the chartering period. 

Furthermore, only American options will be considered meaning that the charterer has the possibility to 

exercise the early termination at any time throughout the contract period. In practise there may be 

different terms agreed between the charterer and the shipowner, e.g. that the contract can only be 

terminated at the end of the financial year and maybe not at all the first couple of years, but these are 

normally up for individual negotiations. See furthermore Section 3.3 where assumptions and limitations are 

discussed. 

1.3 Structure 

The thesis consists for three main chapters: 

 Theoretical framework 

 Analysis 

 Conclusion and recommendations 

In the theoretical framework the shipping market and its dynamics will first be described followed by the 

introduction of stochastic methods for modelling VLCC spot freight rates as well as time-charter rates and it 

is described how these can be used to value American options. 

In the analysis chapter, the theoretical framework is applied to the concrete problem with Maersk Oil. First 

by modelling, the VLCC spot and time-charter rates and then by valuating the American option using Monte 

Carlo simulation. The estimated option value is compared with the discounted cash flow calculations to 
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facilitate an assessment of its significance. Assumptions and limitations to the chosen approach and models 

is also discussed. 

Finally, the results are summarised in the conclusion where recommendations and suggestions for further 

research is also discussed. 
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2 Theoretical framework 

2.1 The shipping market 

The shipping market is enormously complex and the market for oil tankers, including VLCCs, is no different. 

Essentially supply and demand will determine the prices, but the dynamics of the supply and demand are 

influenced by many factors. 

Stopford (2009) points at five key influencers on the supply and demand within the shipping market, which 

are listed in Table 2 below and referred to as “The Shipping Market Model”. The model is of course a 

simplification of the actual market, but it provides a good understanding of the dynamics in the industry. 

Supply Demand 

1. World fleet 1. The world economy 

2. Fleet productivity 2. Seaborne commodity trades 

3. Shipbuilding production 3. Average haul 

4. Scrapping and losses 4. Random shocks 

5. Freight revenue 5. Transport costs 
Table 2: Ten variables in the Shipping Market Model 

The supply side of sea transportations will first be examined below followed by the demand side. 

2.1.1 Supply market 

2.1.1.1 World fleet 

The world fleet is simply the sum of vessels currently operating across the world. When vessels are 

scrapped the total number of vessels drops just like it increases when newbuild vessels enter the market. 

Scrapping and newbuilding together determine the growth/decline of the world fleet. A typical assumption 

is that the lifetime of a vessel is 25 years, which means that in practise the total world fleet only changes 

slowly. 

2.1.1.2 Fleet productivity 

The productivity of a vessel is measured in tons miles per deadweight ton (tm/dwt) and it is mainly 

determined by four factors: Speed, port time, deadweight utilisation, and loaded days at sea.  

Newer vessels are often able to maintain a higher operating speed due to better engines and newer hulls 

(less water resistance), but higher speed also comes at a cost in terms of increased bunker consumption. 

Hence, the productivity of a vessel will drop over time compared to the rest of the world fleet, everything 

else being equal. 
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Port time is mainly determined by the productivity of the individual ports, which can vary across 

geographies and port operators just like the weather can also have a significant impact. 

Deadweight utilisation is simply a measure of how much cargo the vessel is carrying compared to its total 

capacity and the loaded days at sea is a measure of how much time the vessel is spending transporting 

cargo. 

Finally, lay-ups of vessels will also affect the aggregate fleet productivity. In market downturns, shipowners 

may choose to lay-up parts of the fleet to avoid the variable cost related to keeping the vessel at sea (daily 

running cost) despite the fixed costs that they will still incur. 

2.1.1.3 Shipbuilding production 

Shipbuilding production is measuring the number of newbuild ships entering the market. When demand is 

high, shipbuilding activities will have a tendency to increase and vice versa when demand is low. The 

construction process does however, normally take 2-4 years and it may therefore be a difficult decision to 

initiate for the shipowners, as it can be difficult to predict the future demand. In the beginning of a market 

upturn, this may lead to under-capacity in the supply of vessels, while over-capacity may occur in the 

beginning of a market downturn. 

2.1.1.4 Scrapping and losses 

A vessel is normally said to have a lifetime of 25 years, but this may well vary between 15 and 30 years. 

Different factors determine when it is advantageous to scrap a vessel, such as age, technological 

developments, market situation, etc. In addition, the price a vessel ship can get for scrapping his vessel 

plays an important role. This price is highly correlated with the steel price and when the scrapping price 

exceeds the present value of future expected charter revenue, a rational shipowner would scrap his vessel. 

2.1.1.5 Freight revenue 

According to Stopford (2009) the freight revenue the most important factor determining the supply of sea 

transportation. Especially in the short term, the freight revenue will affect fleet productivity and therefore 

the supply. If freight revenue is down, the shipowners will lay up more vessels, more vessels will “slow 

steam” (sailing at a slower speed to save bunker cost) and more vessels will be scrapped. In the long term 

the freight revenue, or rather the future expected freight revenue, will heavily affect investment decisions 

related to newbuilding projects. 
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2.1.2 Demand market 

2.1.2.1 The world economy 

The world economy is the factor influencing the demand for sea transportation the most, according to 

Stopford (2009). As the world economy grows, the need for transporting raw materials for manufacturing 

will increase and the need for transporting manufactured goods to end customers/consumers will increase 

as well.  

Two aspects of the world economy is said to influence the demand for sea transportation: The business 

cycle and the trade development cycle. 

Industries and businesses go through cycles of upturns and downturns. These are generally transferred to 

the global economy, although there may be large regional differences. The world economy therefore 

develops in cycles, which again are transferred directly to the shipping market. This is why demand for sea 

transportation also evolves in cycles. 

The trade development cycle refers to the more long-term relationship between demand for sea 

transportation and the world economy. As countries and regions develop, they will specialise their 

production and import/export to these countries and regions will increase. Global trade therefore changes 

in the long-term depending on how countries and regions develop. 

2.1.2.2 Seaborne commodity trades 

The industrial economy will affect the global demand for sea transportation, in both the short term and the 

long term. 

In the short term, seasonality in some commodities will cause volatility in the spot freight markets. For 

example, it may be difficult to predict exactly when the need for transporting grain will be as this depends 

on when it can be harvested which will vary from year to year. In this case, shippers will usually use the 

spot freight market instead of entering time-charter contracts, which can create suddenly increased spot 

freight rates. The demand for transporting other commodities, e.g. iron ore, may be more stable 

throughout the year. 

In the long term, demand is impacted by changes in the demand for particular commodities, changes to the 

sources that supplies the commodities, changes to the locations of the processing plants, and finally the 

shippers’ transport policies (e.g. whether they prefer the spot market or the time-charter market). 
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2.1.2.3 Average haul 

The average distance cargo is transported influence the demand too. As the average distance increase, this 

will also mean an increased demand for sea transportation. The unit of measure used is therefore ton-miles 

to account not only for the size of the cargo, but also the distance it is transported. 

2.1.2.4 Random shocks 

Examples of random shocks could be sudden spikes in commodity prices, wars, revolutions, severe weather 

changes, and discovery of new resources. These events are generally unpredictable; both in terms of timing 

and impact, and can potentially have a large effect to the demand in the short term as well as in the long 

term. 

2.1.2.5 Transport cost 

As new technologies are being developed and larger vessels are being built the unit cost of transporting 

cargo at sea will decrease. Constantly improved shipping organisations around the vessel operation will 

have a similar effect. With lower unit costs, the demand for transporting raw materials would be expected 

to increase, everything else being equal. 

2.1.3 Summary 

The key factors influencing supply and demand for sea transportation according to The Shipping Market 

Model in Stopford (2009) have been listed above. One observation is that the factors determining the 

demand for sea transportation generally fluctuate faster than the factors determining the supply, e.g. it 

take a couple of years to build a new vessel. This leads to regular imbalances in supply and demand, which 

can help explaining some of the volatility in the spot freight rates as well as the cyclic patterns. 

Similar observations are done in Tvedt (1997) where it is pointed out that demand for oil transportation is 

relatively inelastic to freight rates. For example, transportation costs is only a minor component in the oil 

price and there are other much stronger factors determining the oil price and hence the need for 

transportation of oil. Similarly is the supply relatively inelastic to the freight rate in the short term for the 

reasons discussed above, e.g. it take time to build new vessels. 
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2.2 Business risk in the shipping industry 

Companies operating in the shipping industry are subject to a number of both financial risks and business 

risks as they operate in what is probably one of the most volatile industries. Constant fluctuations in freight 

rates, bunker prices, vessel prices, interest rates, and exchange rates are some of the reasons for the high 

risk in this industry. Alizadeh and Nomikos (2009) divide the business risks into three categories: Price risk, 

credit risk and pure risk. 

2.2.1 Price risk 

The price risk is the uncertainties that directly affects the companies’ earnings and are outside the 

companies’ control. The main one being the freight rate risk where fluctuations in the market will translate 

directly to the companies’ revenues. The management of this risk is therefore crucial. 

Operating costs risk is another type of price risk, according to Alizadeh and Nomikos (2009). Unanticipated 

changes to the cost of operating the vessels, e.g. sharp increases in bunker prices, will affect the 

companies’ profitability immediately. 

Shipping companies owning assets will furthermore be exposed to interest rate risk as the vessels would 

normally be financed through loans and to asset price risk, which is basically the re-sell value of the vessels. 

It is not uncommon that asset values are very volatile as they are essentially derived from the present value 

of expected future profits. When the freight rates are very volatile, the asset prices will be so as well. 

Financing of vessels may therefore also come with a premium on the interest rate compared to financing of 

assets with a stable and predictable re-sell value. 

2.2.2 Credit risk 

The credit risk is sometimes also referred to as the counterparty risk and relates to the customers’ ability 

and willingness to pay. 

2.2.3 Pure risk 

The final risk category is pure risk, which refers to the risk that the shipping companies’ assets loose value 

as a consequence of physical damage, accidents and losses. Furthermore, technical failure, human mistakes 

during operations and legal liabilities are included in this category. 

To manage some of the above-mentioned risks partly, shipping companies’ will usually build different 

options into the time-charter contracts for those vessels that they are chartering.  
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2.3 Options embedded in time-charter contracts 

A contract covering the chartering of a vessel for a given time period in which the charterer has the full 

control over the vessel is called a time-charter contract. Daily rates that remain constant during the full 

contract duration are normally agreed between the charterer and the shipowner. In this way both parties 

achieve some certainty in the future cash flow and thereby covering the risks/opportunities related to the 

freight rate development in the spot market. It is, however, normal practise also to build in a set of options 

in the time-charter contract, e.g. the options for the charterer to terminate the contract, extend the 

contract or buy the chartered vessel at a pre-determined price/time. Such options can be seen as insurance 

for the charterer against undesirable movements in the freight rate levels during the contract period, Hull 

(2012). 

According to Hull (2012), real options are defined as options on physical assets, which is the case for 

options embedded in time-charter contracts. The underlying assets generate a cash flow, which is impacted 

by managerial decisions. The embedded options can be of different styles whereas the most common ones 

in the shipping industry are European options, American options, and Bermudan Option. However, Asian 

options are also sometimes found. 

European options are options that can only be exercised at a pre-determined point in time (the expiration 

date) at a pre-determined strike price. One example of such an option could be the option to buy the 

chartered vessel at the end of the contract period and at a price agreed when entering the contract (call 

option). If a European option is not exercised at the expiration date, it ceases to exist. Often the expiration 

date of European options in time-charter contracts is at the end date of the contract. 

American options can be exercised at any time during the contract period. One example could be an option 

to terminate the contract against a termination fee (strike price), which would be equivalent to a put 

option on the underlying asset. Obviously, if the termination option is exercised the contract ceases to 

exist. 

Bermudan options are according to Hull (2012) American options with non-standard features. The charterer 

will with such an option be able to exercise it at a number of pre-determined dates. In a time-charter 

contract this could be an option to extend the contract at certain times during the contract period, e.g. 

once a year. 

Finally, Asian options are sometimes found in time-charter contracts in the form of options written on the 

average spot freight rate in the market during the contract period. According to Hull (2012), such options 
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are path dependent, i.e. the payoff depends on the path followed by the price of the underlying asset and 

not just its final price. 

Options are derivatives and their value is therefore determined by the value of the underlying assets. It is 

therefore a condition that the freight rate market is transparent and measurable in order to determine the 

fair value of options in time-charter contracts. As it is not a feasible alternative for Maersk Oil to replace the 

existing ULCC-sized FSOs with similar vessels, their value to Maersk Oil is determined by the value of the 

three converted VLCC-alternative. These are therefore considered being the underlying asset when valuing 

the termination options. A model describing the stochastic nature of the VLCC spot freight rates therefore 

needs to be selected and its parameters need to be estimated before the value of the termination option in 

the FSO contracts can be determined. 
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2.4 Choosing the models 

In order to estimate the value of the options we need to have a model that describes the value of the 

underlying assets being the alternative VLCCs. While we already know the base case (keep chartering the 

two FSOs) and the associated fixed day rates, this is not the case for the alternative being chartering the 

three VLCCs. The day rates and thereby the leasing fee for VLCCs are uncertain and the chosen model 

therefore needs to mimic the stochastic behaviour of the VLCC market as good as possible. 

Tvedt (1997) suggests two process that could be used to model the VLCC spot freight market: 

 The Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process: 

𝑑𝑋(𝑡) = 𝜅(𝜃 − 𝑋(𝑡))𝑑𝑡 + 𝜎𝑑𝑊(𝑡)  

 

 The Geometric Mean Reversion process: 

𝑑𝑋(𝑡) = 𝜅(𝜃 − 𝑙𝑛𝑋(𝑡))𝑋(𝑡)𝑑𝑡 + 𝜎𝑋(𝑡)𝑑𝑊(𝑡), 

where 𝑋(𝑡) is the annualised spot freight rate at time 𝑡, 𝜅 is the speed of mean reversion, 𝜃 is the long-

term mean, 𝜎 is the instantaneous volatility of the spot freight rates and 𝑊(∙) is a standard Wiener 

process. See furthermore Section 2.5 for further discussion of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. 

Both the above processes are one-factor models and have mean reverting properties. Stopford (2009) 

argue that the value of a vessel is actually influence primarily by four factors: Freight rates, age, inflation, 

and the shipowners’ expectations to the future. However, he also concludes that out of these four factors 

freight rates is the primary one. It therefore seems logic to use this factor when determining the value of a 

multi-year time-charter contract as well as its options. Jørgensen and Giovanni (2010) furthermore argue 

that the spot freight rate is the main source of business risk in the shipping industry. 

The mean reversion property ensures that both the processes vary around a long-term average value. 

Roughly explained, the longer the process’ current state is from its long-term average, the larger tendency 

will it have to move towards said average in the following time step. This property seems intuitive for 

freight rates. Industries and the economy in general go through cycles and in the long-term shipowners can 

only expect a fair rate of return from the assets over their lifetime.  

The two main differences between the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process and the Geometric Mean Reversion 

process are summarised in the table below: 
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 Ornstein-Uhlenbeck 
process 

Geometric Mean 
Reversion process 

Analytical solution Yes No 

Always positive No Yes 
Table 3: Comparison of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process and the GMR process 

The Geometric Mean Reversion process ensures that the modelled spot freight rates will never become 

negative, which seems to be an intuitive property. However, no analytical solution has so far not been 

derived. On the contrary, the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process can be solved analytically and expressions for 

even complex freight rates contingency claims can derived. However, the model does not prevent spot 

freight rates taking negative values although this should only happened in the short to medium term due to 

the mean reversion property. However, as it will be shown later this is not likely to be an issue from a 

practical point of view since the estimated long-term average is sufficiently positive given the estimated 

volatility. 

We will use only the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process to model the VLCC spot freight rates and ultimately 

determine the value of the termination options. The main reason for choosing this process is the fact that 

an analytical solution exists. Alternative non-parametric models as suggested by Adland (2000) have not 

been investigated and considered in detail. 
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2.5 The Ornstein-Uhlenbeck Process 

It has been proposed in Bjerklund and Ekern (1995) to use a mean-reverting Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process to 

describe the spot freight rates. Empirical studies have later supported this model, e.g. Tvedt (1997) and 

Adland (2000). 

When using the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process to describe the spot freight rates the underlying assumption is 

that these spot freight rates behave in a stochastic manner and that the future rates are uncertain. In the 

following, we assume that the spot freight rates can take a new value at any given point in time meaning 

they can be characterised as continuous time stochastic variables. 

The dynamics of the spot freight rates are modelled by the following stochastic differential equation: 

𝑑𝑋(𝑡) = 𝜅(𝜃 − 𝑋(𝑡))𝑑𝑡 + 𝜎𝑑𝑊(𝑡)  

where 𝑋(𝑡) is the annualised spot freight rate at time 𝑡, 𝜅 is the speed of mean reversion, 𝜃 is the long-

term mean, 𝜎 is the instantaneous volatility of the spot freight rates and 𝑊(∙) is a standard Wiener process 

under the “true” probability measure, 𝑃. 

The fundamental property of the standard Wiener process is that the change between each time step is 

normally distributed with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1: 𝑊(𝑡 + Δ𝑡) − 𝑊(𝑡)~𝑁(0,1). This 

furthermore implies that the spot freight rates are normally distributed. 

It should be noted that since spot freight rates are usually quoted on daily basis while time is measured in 

years it will be needed to consider 𝑋(𝑡)Δ𝑡 where Δ𝑡 ≈
1

365
years when comparing with actual market data. 

The Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process consists of two parts being the drift and diffusion. The drift term ensures 

that the stochastic variable over time will be centred around the long-term mean, 𝜃. For 𝑋(𝑡) > 𝜃 the term 

𝜃 − 𝑋(𝑡) becomes negative and thereby “pulling” 𝑋(𝑡) back towards 𝜃. The opposite obviously holds for 

the situation where 𝑋(𝑡) < 𝜃. The value of 𝜅 then determines how “aggressive” this mean reversion should 

be and is also referred to as the mean of speed reversion. The larger 𝜅 is, the closer around 𝜃 will 𝑋(𝑡) stay. 

Figure 2 below show an example of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. 
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Figure 2: Simulation of the VLCC spot freight rate and the fixed for floating equivalent rate with 𝜃∗ = 55,000, 𝑋(0) =
24,228, 𝜎 = 10,453, 𝜅 = 0.23, 𝑟 = 0.02, and 𝑇 = 5. 

As previously mentioned one of the strengths of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process is that it has an explicit 

solution, which will enable us to calculate the future spot freight rates at a time 𝑇 > 𝑡. Something that will 

later on be used to, among other things, calculate a fair fixed for floating charter day rate for VLCCs. 

The future freight rate at 𝑇 > 𝑡 is the current freight rate plus the sum of dynamics of the spot freight rates 

evolving from 𝑡 to 𝑇: 

𝑋(𝑇) = 𝑋(𝑡) + ∫ 𝜅(𝜃 − 𝑋(𝑢))𝑑𝑡 + 𝜎𝑑𝑊(𝑢)𝑑𝑢
𝑇

𝑡

 

 

To solve this equation explicitly a temporary variable is define: 

𝑔(𝑋(𝑡), 𝑡) = 𝑋(𝑡)𝑒𝜅𝑡 

 

The dynamics of this variable are derived by using Itô’s Lemma, Hull (2012): 

𝜕𝑔(𝑋(𝑡), 𝑡) =
𝜕𝑔

𝜕𝑡
𝑑𝑡 +

𝜕𝑔

𝜕𝑥
𝑑𝑋 +

1

2

𝜕2𝑔

𝜕𝑥2
𝑑𝑋 = 𝑋(𝑡)𝜅𝑒𝜅𝑡𝑑𝑡 + 𝑒𝜅𝑡𝑑𝑋(𝑡) 
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𝑑𝑋(𝑡) is then substituted with the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process: 

𝑑{𝑋(𝑡)𝑒𝜅𝑡} = 𝑋(𝑡)𝜅𝑒𝜅𝑡𝑑𝑡 + 𝑒𝜅𝑡(𝜅(𝜃 − 𝑋(𝑡))𝑑𝑡 + 𝜎𝑑𝑊(𝑡)) 

 

Which can be re-written to: 

𝑑{𝑋(𝑡)𝑒𝜅𝑡} =  𝜅𝜃𝑒𝜅𝑡𝑑𝑡 + 𝑒𝜅𝑡𝜎𝑑𝑊(𝑡) 

 

Continuing by integrating 𝑔(𝑋(𝑡), 𝑡) from 𝑡 to 𝑇: 

𝑋(𝑇)𝑒𝜅𝑇 − 𝑋(𝑡)𝑒𝜅𝑇 = ∫ 𝜅𝜃𝑒𝜅𝑢𝑑𝑢
𝑇

𝑢

+ ∫ 𝑒𝜅𝑠𝜎𝑑𝑊(𝑡)𝑑𝑠
𝑇

𝑠

 

 

Calculating ∫ 𝜅𝜃𝑒𝜅𝑢𝑑𝑢
𝑇

𝑢
: 

∫ 𝜅𝜃𝑒𝜅𝑢𝑑𝑢
𝑇

𝑢

= 𝜅𝜃 ∫ 𝑒𝜅𝑢𝑑𝑢
𝑇

𝑢

=  𝜅𝜃 [
1

𝜅
𝑒𝜅𝑢]

𝑢=1

𝑢=𝑇

= 𝜅𝜃 (
𝑒𝜅𝑇 − 𝑒𝜅𝑡

𝜅
) 

 

Using this result in the previous equation: 

𝑋(𝑇)𝑒𝜅𝑇 = 𝑋(𝑡)𝑒𝜅𝑇 + 𝜅𝜃 (
𝑒𝜅𝑇 − 𝑒𝜅𝑡

𝜅
) + ∫ 𝑒𝜅𝑠𝜎𝑑𝑊(𝑡)𝑑𝑠

𝑇

𝑠

 

𝑋(𝑇) = 𝑋(𝑡)𝑒−𝜅(𝑇−𝑡) + 𝜅𝜃𝑒−𝜅𝑇 (
𝑒𝜅𝑇 − 𝑒𝜅𝑡

𝜅
) + 𝜎 ∫ 𝑒−𝜅(𝑇−𝑠)𝑑𝑊(𝑡)𝑑𝑠

𝑇

𝑠

 

 

Calculating 𝜅𝜃𝑒−𝜅𝑇 (
𝑒𝜅𝑇−𝑒𝜅𝑡

𝜅
): 

𝜅𝜃𝑒−𝜅𝑇 (
𝑒𝜅𝑇 − 𝑒𝜅𝑡

𝜅
) =

𝜅𝜃𝑒−𝜅𝑇𝑒𝜅𝑇

𝜅
−

𝜅𝜃𝑒−𝜅𝑇𝑒𝜅𝑡

𝜅
= 𝜃 − 𝜃𝑒−𝜅(𝑇−𝑡) = 𝜃(1 − 𝑒−𝜅(𝑇−𝑡)) 
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Finally, the solution to the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process becomes: 

𝑋(𝑇) = 𝑋(𝑡)𝑒−𝜅(𝑇−𝑡) + 𝜃(1 − 𝑒−𝜅(𝑇−𝑡)) + 𝜎 ∫ 𝑒−𝜅(𝑇−𝑢)𝑑𝑊(𝑢)
𝑇

𝑡
  

 

The mean and variance of the normally distributed future spot freight rate 𝑋(𝑇) at time 𝑡 is: 

𝐸𝑡{𝑋(𝑇)} =  𝑋(𝑡)𝑒−𝜅(𝑇−𝑡) + 𝜃(1 − 𝑒−𝜅(𝑇−𝑡))  

Var𝑡{𝑋(𝑇)} = 𝜎2 ∫ 𝑒−2𝜅(𝑇−𝑢)𝑑𝑢
𝑇

𝑡
=

𝜎2

2𝜅
(1 − 𝑒−2𝜅(𝑇−𝑡))  

 

Detailed derivations of the above mean and variance can be found in the appendix in Section 6.1. 

Until now the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process has been described under the “true” probability measure, 𝑃. 

However, according to Girsanov’s Theorem1 a change of probability measure can be performed by defining 

𝑑𝑊𝑄(𝑡) = 𝑑𝑊(𝑡) + 𝜆(∙)𝑑𝑡 where 𝑊𝑄(∙) is a standard Wiener process under the equivalent probability 

measure and 𝜆(∙) is the market price of freight rate risk. By defining 𝜃∗ ≡ 𝜃 −
𝜎𝜆

𝜅
 the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck 

process can be written under 𝑄 as: 

𝑑𝑋(𝑡) = 𝜅(𝜃 − 𝑋(𝑡))𝑑𝑡 + 𝜎(𝑑𝑊(𝑡) + 𝜆(∙)𝑑𝑡) 

𝑑𝑋(𝑡) = [𝜅 (𝜃 −
𝜎𝜆

𝜅
− 𝑋(𝑡))] 𝑑𝑡 + 𝜎𝑑𝑊𝑄(𝑡) 

𝑑𝑋(𝑡) = 𝜅(𝜃∗ − 𝑋(𝑡))𝑑𝑡 + 𝜎𝑑𝑊𝑄(𝑡) 

 

2.5.1 Valuation of contingency claims 

2.5.1.1 Claim to receive spot freight rate flow 

It has a value for the shipowner of a vessel to pay the spot freight rate over a period from time t to time T. 

This value is simply the expected total cash flow discounted over the period using the riskless interest rate, 

𝑟, under the probability measure 𝑄. This expected total value will not be constant over time as it will be 

dependent on the length of the time remaining until 𝑇 as well as the current spot freight rate. The value, 

                                                           

1 Girsanov’s Theorem describes how dynamics of the original stochastic process are changed when the original 
measure is changed to an equivalent probability measure, Hull (2012). 
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𝑉𝐹𝐿𝑂𝑊, at any given time, t, for the current spot freight rate, 𝑋(𝑡), given the end time, T can be expressed 

as: 

𝑉𝐹𝐿𝑂𝑊(𝑋(𝑡), 𝑡; 𝑇) = 𝐸𝑡
𝑄

{∫ 𝑒−𝑟(𝑢−𝑡)𝑋(𝑢)𝑑𝑢
𝑇

𝑡

} 

 

Substituting the solution to the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process:  

𝑋(𝑢) = 𝑋(𝑡)𝑒−𝜅(𝑢−𝑡) + 𝜃(1 − 𝑒−𝜅(𝑢−𝑡)) + 𝜎 ∫ 𝑒−𝜅(𝑢−𝑧)𝑑𝑊(𝑧)
𝑢

𝑡

 

 

into the equation above, bearing in mind that since the Weiner process, 𝑑𝑊, is normally distributed with 

mean 0, the sum of expected steps is also zero. This gives: 

𝑉𝐹𝐿𝑂𝑊(𝑋(𝑡), 𝑡; 𝑇)

= 𝐸𝑡
𝑄

{∫ 𝑋(𝑡)𝑒−𝑟(𝑢−𝑡)𝑒−𝜅(𝑢−𝑡)𝑑𝑢
𝑇

𝑡

+ ∫ 𝜃∗(1 − 𝑒−𝜅(𝑢−𝑡))𝑒−𝑟(𝑢−𝑡)𝑑𝑢
𝑇

𝑡

+ ∫ 𝜎 ∫ 𝑒−𝜅(𝑢−𝑧)𝑑𝑊(𝑧)
𝑢

𝑡

𝑑𝑢
𝑇

𝑡

} 

𝑉𝐹𝐿𝑂𝑊(𝑋(𝑡), 𝑡; 𝑇) = ∫ 𝑋(𝑡)𝑒−(𝜅+𝑟)(𝑢−𝑡)𝑑𝑢
𝑇

𝑡

+ ∫ 𝜃∗𝑒−𝑟(𝑢−𝑡)𝑑𝑢
𝑇

𝑡

− ∫ 𝜃∗𝑒−(𝜅+𝑟)(𝑢−𝑡)𝑑𝑢
𝑇

𝑡

 

 

Taking the antiderivatives:  

𝑉𝐹𝐿𝑂𝑊(𝑋(𝑡), 𝑡; 𝑇) = [−
𝑋(𝑡)𝑒−(𝜅+𝑟)(𝑢−𝑡)

(𝜅 + 𝑟)
−

𝜃∗𝑒−𝑟(𝑢−𝑡)

𝑟
+

𝜃∗𝑒−(𝜅+𝑟)(𝑢−𝑡)

(𝜅 + 𝑟)
]

𝑢=𝑡

𝑢=𝑇

 

 

And with 𝑒−(𝜅+𝑟)(𝑢−𝑡) = 1 for 𝑢 = 𝑡 we get: 

𝑉𝐹𝐿𝑂𝑊(𝑋(𝑡), 𝑡; 𝑇) = −
(𝜃∗ − 𝑋(𝑡))𝑒−(𝜅+𝑟)(𝑇−𝑡)

(𝜅 + 𝑟)
−

𝜃∗𝑒−𝑟(𝑇−𝑡)

𝑟
+

𝑋(𝑡)

(𝜅 + 𝑟)
−

𝜃∗

(𝜅 + 𝑟)
+

𝜃∗

𝑟
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Which can finally be re-arranged: 

𝑉𝐹𝐿𝑂𝑊(𝑋(𝑡), 𝑡; 𝑇) = (𝑋(𝑡) − 𝜃∗) (
1 − 𝑒−(𝜅+𝑟)(𝑇−𝑡)

(𝜅 + 𝑟)
) + 𝜃∗ (

1 − 𝑒−𝑟(𝑇−𝑡)

𝑟
) 

𝑉𝐹𝐿𝑂𝑊(𝑋(𝑡), 𝑡; 𝑇) = (𝑋(𝑡) − 𝜃∗)𝐴(𝑇 − 𝑡, 𝜅 + 𝑟) + 𝜃∗𝐴(𝑇 − 𝑡, 𝑟) 

 

In this expression 𝐴(𝜏, 𝛿) ≡ (
1−𝑒−𝛿𝜏

𝛿
) is simply an annuity factor that gives the present value of receiving a 

constant cash flow for 𝜏 years at a discount rate of 𝛿. 

2.5.1.2 Fixed for floating freight rate swap 

When a vessel is chartered for a given period, a fixed time-charter rate is usually agreed between the 

charterer and the shipowner. It is normally in both parties’ interest to know what rates they will 

pay/received throughout the period and thereby take out the business risk of varying spot freight rates. 

Furthermore, options are normally built into the agreements, which is exactly the object for this thesis. 

From the shipowner’s point of view he could instead of receiving a fixed periodic rate for his vessel received 

a variable spot freight rate. By agreeing on a fixed rate, he essentially swaps the floating rate with a fixed 

one, which is similar to interest rate swaps that are common used in the financial sector.  

It is in the interest of the shipowner to set the fixed rate such that he at the time. t, when the agreement is 

entered into is indifferent whether he receives the fixed or the spot rate until the expiry at time T. At time t 

the value of two contracts will be equal. 

Jørgensen and Giovanni (2010) use this property to determine the fixed for floating rate by by solving the 

following equation:  

�̅�𝑡,𝑇𝐴(𝑇 − 𝑡, 𝑟) = (𝑋(𝑡) − 𝜃∗)𝐴(𝑇 − 𝑡, 𝜅 + 𝑟) + 𝜃∗𝐴(𝑇 − 𝑡, 𝑟) 

 

where �̅�𝑡,𝑇 is a constant fair rate paid continuously making the shipowner indifferent. By re-arranging this 

equation this constant rate can be expressed explicitly: 

�̅�𝑡,𝑇 = 𝜃∗ +
𝐴(𝑇 − 𝑡, 𝜅 + 𝑟)

𝐴(𝑇 − 𝑡, 𝑟)
(𝑋(𝑡) − 𝜃∗) 
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The table below illustrates how the daily rate of a 5 year fair valued time-charter depends on the speed of 

mean reversion, 𝜅, and the current spot rate, 𝑋(0), when assuming 𝑟 = 1.5% and 𝜃∗ = 15,000. 

𝜿 

𝑿(𝟎) 
5,000 

 
10,000 

 
15,000 

 
20,000 

 
25,000 

 
30,000 

 
35,000 

 

0.1 7,106 11,053 15,000 18,947 22,894 26,841 30,788 

0.25 9,249 12,124 15,000 17,876 20,751 23,627 26,503 

0.5 11,276 13,138 15,000 16,862 18,724 20,586 22,448 

1 12,968 13,984 15,000 16,016 17,032 18,049 19,065 

2 13,970 14,485 15,000 15,515 16,030 16,545 17,060 

5 14,586 14,793 15,000 15,207 15,414 15,621 15,828 

10 14,793 14,896 15,000 15,104 15,207 15,311 15,415 
Table 4: Example of fair 5 year fixed time-charter rate for varying values of current spot rate and speed of mean 
reversion. 

From this example, we see how the speed of the mean reversions affects the daily 5-year time-charter rate. 

A stronger mean reversion means that the time-charter rate remains close to the long-term spot rate, 

which makes intuitively sense as even a large current deviation from this long-term value would then be 

likely to disappear relatively fast. The opposite is true for a weak mean reversion. 

The example also show that when the current spot rate equals the long-term mean that would also be the 

daily rate for the 5 year time-charter contract independently of the speed of mean reversion. Again, it 

makes intuitively sense as the spot rate is expected to remain at the mean value, everything else being 

equal. 

 

Figure 3: The equivalent swap rate is approaching the spot freight rate as time to maturity becomes smaller. 
Parameters used are 𝜃∗ = 55,000, 𝑋(0) = 24,228, 𝜎 = 10,453, 𝜅 = 0.23, 𝑟 = 0.02, and 𝑇 = 5.  
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2.6 Option valuation using a least squares approach 

Monte Carlo simulation is often used estimate relevant parameters for complex processes or cash flows 

that for example are influenced by multiple sources of uncertainty. Thus, by simulating a stochastic cash 

flow a large number of times the expected cash flow can be estimated. Monte Carlo simulation can 

therefore also be used to estimate option prices by taking numerous simulated paths to estimate the 

expected option price at expiry, which can then be discounted back to today. With the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck 

process defined, this can be used to generate a set of paths relevant for pricing the termination options in 

time-charter contracts. 

Longstaff and Schwartz (2001) propose a method to estimate the conditional expected option value for 

options with the possibility of early exercise (e.g. American or Bermudan) by simulating many paths and 

carrying out a regression analysis on the resulting option values. This gives an approximation of the 

continuation value (discounted expected option value at the next time step) which can then be compared 

to the early exercise value at each point in time. 

At the final time step of an American option the optimal strategy is to exercise the option if it is in-the-

money while at time steps prior to the final one, the payoff of immediate exercise should be compared to 

the expected value of continuing. If the payoff of immediate exercise is greater than the expected value of 

continuing the optimal strategy is to exercise the option. The key is therefore to properly estimate the 

expected cash flows from continuing. Longstaff and Schwartz (2001) uses the information from a set of 

simulated paths to approximate a conditional expectation function by regressing the subsequently realised 

cash flows onto the values at the current time step using the Least-Squares Method. This conditional 

expectation function is used to estimate the optimal stopping rule. 

2.6.1 The least squares method 

The least squares method is a commonly used method to fit a given function to a set of data/observations. 

If the function to be fitted is a linear polynomial the method results in a set of linear equations to be solved, 

which does not require large computational efforts. 

Assume the chosen function is an mth degree polynomial. We will use 

𝑦 = 𝑎0 + 𝑎1𝑥 + 𝑎2𝑥2 + ⋯ + 𝑎𝑚𝑥𝑚 

to approximate the given data (𝑥1, 𝑦1) , (𝑥2, 𝑦2), …, (𝑥𝑛, 𝑦𝑛). The best fitting curve 𝑓(𝑥) will in that case 

have the least squares error of 
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Π = min (∑[𝑦𝑖 − 𝑓(𝑥𝑖)]2

𝑛

𝑖=1

) = (∑[𝑦𝑖 − (𝑎0 + 𝑎1𝑥1 + 𝑎2𝑥2
2 + ⋯ + 𝑎𝑚𝑥𝑖

𝑚)]2

𝑛

𝑖=1

) 

 

In this equation 𝑎0, 𝑎1, … , 𝑎𝑚 are the unknown coefficients to be estimated while all the 𝑥𝑖 and 𝑦𝑖  are the 

observations and are therefore known. 

To minimise the expression above and thereby reaching the least squares error, the partial derivatives of 

the coefficients must be zero: 

𝜕Π

𝜕𝑎0
= 2 ∑[𝑦𝑖 − (𝑎0 + 𝑎1𝑥1 + 𝑎2𝑥2

2 + ⋯ + 𝑎𝑚𝑥𝑖
𝑚)]

𝑛

𝑖=1

= 0 

𝜕Π

𝜕𝑎1
= 2 ∑ 𝑥𝑖[𝑦𝑖 − (𝑎0 + 𝑎1𝑥1 + 𝑎2𝑥2

2 + ⋯ + 𝑎𝑚𝑥𝑖
𝑚)]

𝑛

𝑖=1

= 0 

… 

𝜕Π

𝜕𝑎𝑚
= 2 ∑ 𝑥𝑖

𝑚[𝑦𝑖 − (𝑎0 + 𝑎1𝑥1 + 𝑎2𝑥2
2 + ⋯ + 𝑎𝑚𝑥𝑖

𝑚)]

𝑛

𝑖=1

= 0 

 

These equations can be expanded to a set of linear equations that can be used to determine the 

coefficients 𝑎0, 𝑎1, … , 𝑎𝑚. Most calculus and simulation software has standard functions or libraries to 

solve least squares equations like the one above. 

𝑥𝑘 is also referred to as the basis functions. In the above brief description, we used rather simple functions 

but more complex, non-linear functions could also have been used.  

2.6.2 Longstaff and Schwartz’s method 

The method for pricing options proposed by Longstaff and Schwartz (2001) make use the least squares 

method to estimate the continuation value at each time step, which can then be used to determined option 

value at each time step. Monte Carlo simulation is used to generate a number of cash flows and together 

with the rules of early exercise, the option value is determined as the average of the discounted payoffs for 

each simulated path. 

Longstaff and Schwartz (2001) explain their method via a simple numerical example that can easily be 

generalised. They value an American put option (actually it is a Bermudan put option) on a non-dividend 
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paying stock where exercise is possible now and at three future times. They furthermore assume 𝑆0 = 1 

being the stock price at 𝑡 = 0, 𝑋 = 1.1 being the strike price, and 𝑟 = 6% being the constant riskless 

interest rate. 

First they simulate a number of possible paths, which are then use to build a cash flow matrix at each time 

step to calculate the continuation value: 

 Stock price paths 

Path 𝒕 = 𝟎 𝒕 = 𝟏 𝒕 = 𝟐 𝒕 = 𝟑 
1 1.00 1.09 1.08 1.34 

2 1.00 1.16 1.26 1.54 

3 1.00 1.22 1.07 1.03 

4 1.00 0.93 0.97 0.92 

5 1.00 1.11 1.56 1.52 

6 1.00 0.76 0.77 0.90 

7 1.00 0.92 0.84 1.01 

8 1.00 0.88 1.22 1.34 
Table 5: Simulated paths 

The aim is to determine the stopping rule at each step for each path that maximises the value of the option. 

However, before this can be done a number of intermediate steps are required. 

For a put option the payoff is max (𝑋 − 𝑆(𝑡), 0). At 𝑡 = 3 the cash flow matrix therefore becomes: 

Path 𝒕 = 𝟏 𝒕 = 𝟐 𝒕 = 𝟑 
1 - - 0.00 

2 - - 0.00 

3 - - 0.07 

4 - - 0.18 

5 - - 0.00 

6 - - 0.20 

7 - - 0.09 

8 - - 0.00 
Table 6: Cash flow matrix at time 𝑡 = 3 

If at 𝑡 = 2 the option is in-the-money the optionholder will have to decide whether to exercise the option 

or to continue to the final expiration time, 𝑡 = 3. From Table 5 we see that only five of the paths are in-the-

money at 𝑡 = 2. For these five paths, the discounted cash flows received if continuing is calculated and 

denote 𝑦. The stock prices at 𝑡 = 2 are denoted 𝑥. 
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Path 𝒚 𝒙 

1 
0.00 ∙ 𝑒−𝑟 = 

0.00 ∙ 0.94176 
1.08 

2 - - 

3 0.07 ∙ 0.94176 1.07 

4 0.18 ∙ 0.94176 0.97 

5 - - 

6 0.20 ∙ 0.94176 0.77 

7 0.09 ∙ 0.94176 0.84 

8 - - 
Table 7: Continuation values and cash flows at time 𝑡 = 2 

Next step they take is to find a function, which can describe the continuation value at 𝑡 = 3 as a function of 

𝑆2 by regressing 𝑦 onto 𝑥 using the Least-Squares Method. Longstaff and Schwartz note that by only using 

paths for the estimation that are in-the-money at 𝑡 = 2 the performance of the algorithm is significantly 

improved. 

Selecting 𝑚 = 2 and thereby regressing 𝑦 onto 𝑥 and 𝑥2 they obtain the following function using least 

squares: 𝑦 = −1.070 + 2.938𝑥 − 1.813𝑥2. This function provide us with an estimate of the expected cash 

flow from continuing given the stock price at 𝑡 = 2. 

We can now compare the immediate exercise at time 𝑡 = 2 with the continuation value found using 

polynomial just found for each path. 

Path Exercise Continuation Decision 

1 0,02 0,0369 Not exercise 

2 - - - 

3 0,03 0,0461 Not exercise 

4 0,13 0,1176 Exercise 

5 - - - 

6 0,33 0,1520 Exercise 

7 0,26 0,1565 Exercise 

8 - - - 
Table 8: Decision matrix for simulated paths at time 𝑡 = 2 

In this example it would be optimal to exercise the option at 𝑡 = 2 for paths 4, 6, and 7 and the cash flow 

matrix at 𝑡 = 2 consequently becomes: 
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Path 𝒕 = 𝟏 𝒕 = 𝟐 𝒕 = 𝟑 
1 - 0,00 0.00 

2 - 0,00 0.00 

3 - 0,00 0.07 

4 - 0,13 0,00 

5 - 0,00 0.00 

6 - 0,33 0.00 

7 - 0,26 0.00 

8 - 0,00 0.00 
Table 9: Cash flow matrix at time 𝑡 = 2 

Note that when the option is exercised at time 𝑡 = 2, the cash flow at time 𝑡 = 3 becomes 0 as it can only 

be exercised once. 

The procedure is now repeated at time 𝑡 = 1. By looking at the stock price matrix above we see that five 

paths are again in-the-money at 𝑡 = 1. We therefore again denote the stock prices 𝑥 and the discounted 

value of subsequent cash flows 𝑦. When defining 𝑦 the realised cash flows are used and not the previously 

calculated continuation values in order to avoid biases. 

Cash flows received at 𝑡 = 2 are discounted back one period while cash flows received at 𝑡 = 3 are 

discounted back two periods. The option can only be exercised once, so future cash flows will in this 

example either occur at 𝑡 = 2 or 𝑡 = 3. Values for the regression at 𝑡 = 1 therefore become: 

Path 𝒚 𝒙 

1 
0.00 ∙ 𝑒−𝑟 = 

0.00 ∙ 0.94176 
1.09 

2 - - 

3 - - 

4 0.13 ∙ 0.94176 0.93 

5 - - 

6 0.33 ∙ 0.94176 0.76 

7 0.26 ∙ 0.94176 0.92 

8 0.00 ∙ 0.94176 0.88 
Table 10: Continuation values and cash flows at time  𝑡 = 1 

The new polynomial used to estimate the continuation values is 𝑦 = 2.038 − 3.335𝑥 + 1.356𝑥2 and the 

early exercise decisions then become: 
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Path Exercise Continuation Decision 

1 0.01 0.0139 Not exercise 

2 - - - 

3 - - - 

4 0.17 0.1092 Exercise 

5 - - - 

6 0.34 0.2866 Exercise 

7 0.18 0.1175 Exercise 

8 0.22 0.1533 Exercise 
Table 11: Decision matrix for simulated paths at time 𝑡 = 1 

The final cash flow matrix is therefore: 

Path 𝒕 = 𝟏 𝒕 = 𝟐 𝒕 = 𝟑 
1 0.00 0.00 0.00 

2 0.00 0.00 0.00 

3 0.00 0.00 0.07 

4 0.17 0.00 0.00 

5 0.00 0.00 0.00 

6 0.34 0.00 0.00 

7 0.18 0.00 0.00 

8 0.22 0.00 0.00 
Table 12: Cash flow matrix at time 𝑡 = 1 

Again, note that since options only can be exercised once, the realised future cash flows become 0 when an 

option is exercised at 𝑡 = 1. 

Finally, the option value is calculated as that average of the discounted cash flows, so in this case: 

𝑉0 =
1

8
(0 + 0 + 0.07𝑒−3𝑟 + 0.17𝑒−𝑟 + 0 + 0.34𝑒−𝑟 + 0.18𝑒−𝑟 + 0.22𝑒−𝑟) = 0.1144 

For sufficiently small time steps, the value of the Bermudan option will approximate the value of an 

American option. Longstaff and Schwartz furthermore show that as 𝑁 → ∞ (the number of paths 

generated) and 𝑀 → ∞ (the number of basis functions in the regression) the option value estimated 

through their algorithm approaches the theoretical value of the option. Moreno and Navas (2003) have 

however investigated the performance of Longstaff and Schwartz’s method under various numbers of basis 

functions and the conclusion in general is that it is not clear that increasing the number of basis functions 

always increase the accuracy. Despite this, the method is widely used due the fact that it is easy to 

understand and to implement. It is therefore also the option value estimation method chosen for this 

thesis. Only difference is that the it will be used for valuing American call options instead of put options as 

further described in Chapter 3. 
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3 Analysis 

In this chapter, the concrete case of Maersk Oil will be investigated in detail using the theoretical 

framework introduced in Chapter 2. The aim of the analysis is to provide an estimated value of the 

termination options built into the FSO time-charter contracts and to be able to compare it with the present 

value of the total day rates that Maersk Oil would pay to the FSO shipowners. That will give an indication of 

how large an error is made when the time-charter contract’s value is estimated through should-cost 

modelling using discounted cash flows, which is often normal practise.  

As described in the introduction Maersk Oil in Qatar has chartered two FSOs to be used for the operations 

of the Al-Shaheen field. The two FSOs are simply speaking temporary storage facilities for the produced oil 

before it can be exported from the field via other tankers. The two FSOs, FSO Africa and FSO Asia, will be 

approximately 30 years old in 2032, which is an often used rough estimate of vessels’ useful lifetime. In this 

analysis, we will therefore focus on a potential contract with a duration of 15 years. It is assumed that 

Maersk Oil can terminate the contract for convenience at any given time during the contract period by 

paying a pre-agreed one-off termination fee to the shipowners. This is equivalent to an American put 

option with the termination fee being the strike price. 

If the time-charter contracts are terminated new vessels must be chartered instead to continue the 

operation of the oil field. The most feasible alternative is to charter three VLCCs instead. VLCC chartering 

contracts are constantly traded in the global market and spot rates vary on daily basis. The properties of 

these spot rates, which will be modelled through the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, determine the expected 

cost of Maersk Oil’s alternative solution and together with the termination fee/strike price thereby also the 

value of the option for early termination. 

 

Figure 4: Diagram illustrating that the American call option may be exercised from time 𝑡 = 0 until T= 15 against the 
strike price. The option is valued at time 𝑡 = 0. 

With the option to terminate the FSO contracts at a given strike price, Maersk Oil can essentially monitor 

the developments in the VLCC spot freight rates and compare those with what is being paid under the 

5

Period in which the American 
option can be exercised against a 
strike price

Charter 2 ULCCs:

Charter 3 VLCCs:
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current FSO contracts. In the situation where the present value of three fixed rate VLCC time-charter 

contracts covering the remainder of the analysed period plus the termination fees and switching costs 

becomes less than the present value of the known future payments under the current contract, Maersk Oil 

should consider exercising the termination option. The termination option is therefore equivalent to an 

American call option on the difference in the two cash flows and the payoff function is given by  

max (𝐹(𝑡; 𝑇) − 𝑉𝐹𝐿𝑂𝑊(𝑋(𝑡), 𝑡; 𝑇) − 𝐾(𝑡; 𝑇), 0)  

where 𝐹 is the present value of the future fixed day rates under the current FSO contracts, 𝑉𝐹𝐿𝑂𝑊 is the is 

the present value at time 𝑡 of future fixed VLCC day rates, �̅�𝑡,𝑇, and 𝐾(𝑡; 𝑇) is the strike price. 

In this chapter, we will first model the VLCC spot freight rates and convert these into equivalent rates that 

are fixed until 2032. Furthermore, the present value of all remaining fixed VLCC rates will be calculated as a 

function of time together with the difference between the present value of future fixed VLCC rates and the 

known fixed FSO rates. With the VLCCs rates properly modelled, Longstaff and Schwartz’s simple least 

squares method will be used to value the American option to terminate the contract and receive the 

present value of the difference between the two cash flows. 
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3.1 Modelling the VLCC market 

The spot freight rates for VLCCs are constantly changing due to supply and demand as described in Section 

2.1 above. We have previously argued that the spot freight rate, 𝑋(𝑡), can be represented by the Ornstein-

Uhlenbeck process where under the risk neutral probability measure, 𝑄, 𝑋(𝑡) has the dynamics 

𝑑𝑋(𝑡) = 𝜅(𝜃∗ − 𝑋(𝑡))𝑑𝑡 + 𝜎𝑑𝑊𝑄(𝑡), with  

𝑑𝑊𝑄(𝑡) = 𝜎𝑑𝑊(𝑡) + 𝜆𝑑𝑡 and 

𝜆(𝑋, 𝑡) being the market price of freight rate risk.  

 

To model the spot freight rates it is therefore necessary to obtain estimates of 𝜃∗, 𝜅, 𝑟 and 𝜎. However, 

since the VLCC market is not as liquid as a stock market and since not all traded contract prices are 

instantaneously available to the public it is challenging to estimate the parameters through statistical 

analysis of historical data. Tvedt (1997) Adland (2000) are cases where the authors have attempted to 

model the VLCC spot freight rates using parametric models (e.g. the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process and the 

Geometric Mean Reversion process). However, we will to some extent adopt a less systematic approach. By 

looking at published historic spot freight rates and indices, we will estimate the long-term mean that can be 

used in the subsequent analysis. The speed of mean reversion, 𝜅, and volatility, 𝜎, will be based on 

estimates from Tvedt (1997). 

Figure 5 below shows the VLCC spot freight rates from January 2015 to November 2016. By simply looking 

at the trends in the figure, the long-term mean may be estimated to approximately USD 55,000/day 

meaning that market in November 2016 was at a low. It may be argued that the period of a little less than 2 

years is too short a time period for deducting the long-term average rate as a period of 15 years will be 

subject for analysis. The VLCC spot freights are however, very volatile have taken values between around 

USD 10,000/day and almost USD 270,000/day over the past 15 years. The estimated long-term average 

therefore become very sensitive to the sample period used and USD 55,000/day is well within the range. 

The latest traded VLCC 1 year time-charter contract was per 23 April 2017 at a day rate of USD 27,500 

according to Clarkson Platou (sin.clarkson.net), which is one of the largest global broker firms. 
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Figure 5: VLCC spot freight rates from January 2015 to November 2016. Source: Euronav, DnB Conference 
presentation, March 2017 (www.euronav.com) 

Comparing Figure 5 with the Baltic Dirty Tanker Index (BDTI) in Figure 6 below indicates that the VLCC 

market may well have been below the long-term mean by November 2016. This is an index published by 

the Baltic Exchange in London on a daily basis, which summarise the spot freight rates in four vessel classes 

(VLCC, Suezmax, Aframax and Panamax) across 17 main shipping routes.  

 

Figure 6: Baltic Dirty Tanker Index (BDTI) for the period from January 2015 to April 2017. Source: Baltic Exchange 

For this analysis, an estimate of the riskless interest rate will also be required for discounting future cash 

flows. In practise, the riskless interest rate is never constant, but for the purpose of this analysis, we will 

assume that it remains constant throughout the analysed time period. See also the discussion in section 

3.3.4 below.  
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The riskless interest rate cannot readily be observed in the market, so it will need to be approximated. We 

use the interest rate of the U.S. 10 year T-bond as a proxy and Figure 7 below shows the latest 5 years 

development of the U.S. 10 year T-bond interest rate. The interest rate was per 21 April 2017 2.246% at 

market closing, but we also see that it over the recent years has varied around approx. 2%. In the 

subsequent analysis, we will therefore assume that the constant riskless interest rate is 2.00%. 

 

Figure 7: U.S. 10 year T-bond per 21 April 2017. Source: data.cnbc.com/quotes/US10Y 

Finally estimates of 𝜅 and 𝜎 are needed. The most appropriate way of estimating these would be to 

perform a thorough statistical analysis on historic data. In Tvedt (1997), such analysis on VLCC freight rates 

has been done on data from the period from 1969 to 1995 and parameters in the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck 

process have been estimated. Table 13 below summarises the parameters listed in Tvedt (1997) as well as 

the parameters that we will use in the subsequent analysis. While we have chosen different values for the 

long-term mean and the riskless interest rate, we assume that the volatility and the speed of mean 

reversion have remained constant since Tvedt made the analysis approximately 20 years ago. As is 

discussed below and seen in Figure 2 on page 19, the resulting simulation of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck 

process seems reasonable despite assuming constant 𝜅 and 𝜎. 

Parameter Tvedt (1997) 
Used for this 

analysis 

𝜃∗ 16,750 55,000 

𝜎 10,453 10,453 

𝜅 0.23 0.23 

𝑟 1.5% 2.00% 
Table 13: Comparison of simulation parameters suggested in 

Tvedt (1997) and those used in analysis. 

Previously in Section 2.5.1.2 we showed that the fixed for floating freight rate can be expressed as: 

�̅�𝑡,𝑇 = 𝜃∗ +
𝐴(𝑇 − 𝑡, 𝜅 + 𝑟)

𝐴(𝑇 − 𝑡, 𝑟)
(𝑋(𝑡) − 𝜃∗) 
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Which can easily be re-arranged to: 

𝑋(𝑡) = 𝜃∗ +
𝐴(𝑇 − 𝑡, 𝑟)

𝐴(𝑇 − 𝑡, 𝜅 + 𝑟)
(�̅�𝑡,𝑇 − 𝜃∗) 

 

With the most recent 1-year VLCC time-charter rate being USD 27,500 the equivalent spot rate can now be 

calculated using the parameters estimated above: 

𝑋(0) = 𝜃∗ +
𝐴(𝑇, 𝑟)

𝐴(𝑇, 𝜅 + 𝑟)
(�̅�𝑡,𝑇 − 𝜃∗) = 55,000 +

𝐴(1,0.02)

𝐴(1,0.25)
(27,500 − 55,000) = USD 24,228/day 

 

Figure 3 on page 24 shows the resulting simulated VLCC spot freight rates and the equivalent swap rates 

over a period of 5 years. As expected, it can be seen that the swap rates approaches the spot rate as the 

end time is approaching and as the spot rate approached the long-term mean. 

With a stochastic model of the VLCC spot freight rates we are now in ready to start estimating the value of 

the termination options in the FSO time-charter contracts.  
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3.2 Option pricing 

As described in previous sections the option to terminate a time-charter contract at any time is equivalent 

to an American put option. If the option is not exercised, the time-charter contract will simple end and the 

vessel will be handed back to the shipowner. While it at best in practise would only be possible to 

terminate and thereby exercise the option at the end of any day we will in the following assume that Δ𝑡 =

1 day ≈ 0 taking the 15 year time period into consideration. This is also the reason continuous 

compounding is applied throughout the thesis. Everything else being equal this, practical limitation would 

mean that the value of the option would to some extent be overestimated. However, this estimation error 

is likely to be small compared to other errors, e.g. in the parameter estimations in the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck 

process. Options are very common in time-charter contracts, but pure American options would be rarer. 

Normally additional conditions will be tied to the options, e.g. specific dates or time windows where the 

options can be exercised, and they would therefore be Bermudan options, cf. Section 2.3 above.  

3.2.1 Strike price 

The strike price is the cost that the charterer, in this case Maersk Oil, will incur by exercising the option and 

terminate the time-charter contract. Normally any time-charter contract with an embedded termination 

option will also explicitly specify a termination fee. If the charterer chooses to exercise the termination 

option during the contract period, the shipowner will need to find another client for his vessel and 

depending on the market conditions and the type of vessel, his expected loss of profit will vary. The 

termination fee is from the shipowner’s commercial perspective meant to compensate him for this lost 

profit and it is then subject to negotiations between the shipowner and the potential charterer, what a 

reasonable fee would be. 

As the contract approaches its expiry date the less risk will the shipowner face in case the contract is 

terminated and the termination fee is therefore adjusted during the contract period. Often this is specified 

as a linearly declining fee throughout the contract duration. 

In a normal shipping time-charter setting the termination fee would most likely be the only cost the 

charterer would have when terminating a contract prior to its expiry date. However, in this case of Maersk 

Oil the two current FSOs are partly converted to suit the specific technical needs of the Al-Shaheen field 

and if the contracts are terminated and a solution with three VLCCs has to be put in place instead some 

conversion works will have to take place. There is furthermore a number of business risks associated with 

changing to a configuration with three VLCCs instead of two FSOs. Examples could be reduced production 

due to delays in vessel conversions, difficulties with making changes to the existing assets configuration, 
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capacity management, etc. The expected value of these risks would have to be included in the estimated 

switching cost for the resulting valuation to be unbiased. The cost for this will need to be added to the 

termination fee to arrive at the true strike price. 

If we denote the initial termination fee agreed in the FSO time-charter contracts 𝐾0, the cost of conversion 

of VLCCs and other related switching costs 𝐶 and the time for expiry 𝑇, the strike price can be expressed as 

a function of time: 

𝑆(𝑡) = −
𝐾0

𝑇
𝑡 + 𝐾0 + 𝐶 

 

Figure 8: Illustration of the assumed strike price as a function of time 

 

Notice that only the termination fee reduces over time while the cost of putting in place the alternative 

solution remains constant. The strike price will therefore make the option to terminate less attractive as 

the time of expiry approaches which also makes good sense intuitively. 

In this specific case with Maersk Oil the termination fee in the FSO contracts and the estimated switching 

cost are commercially sensitive and therefore confidential. Instead, the option value is estimated for a 

range of 𝐾0 and 𝐶 values below, which also gives a better understanding of the sensitivities. 

3.2.1.1 Monte Carlo simulation 

In many stochastic processes analytical solutions do not exist, which is especially true related to many types 

of derivatives, and in such cases the numerical procedure referred to as Monte Carlo simulation can be 

15
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used instead. In Monte Carlo simulation, a set of instances of the underlying stochastic process is randomly 

generated and through analysis across the sample of processes, conclusions about the underlying process 

can be made. 

We will use Monte Carlo simulation to generate a sample of VLCC spot freight rates series over the 15-year 

contract period and individually for each of the generated paths calculated the value of the American put 

option using the least-squares approach by Longstaff and Schwartz (2001). If the sample of generated paths 

is large enough the average of the calculated option values will be an unbiased estimate of the true option 

value under the given assumptions. 

3.2.2 Simulations 

An American option is exercised if it at the current time step is in-the-money and the payoff is larger than 

the estimated continuation value as described in Section 2.6.2 above. In this case, the option will be in-the-

money if the present values of the difference future cash flows less the strike price is positive since it is a 

call option, max (𝐹(𝑡; 𝑇) − 𝑉𝐹𝐿𝑂𝑊(𝑋(𝑡), 𝑡; 𝑇) − 𝐾(𝑡; 𝑇), 0). In those cases, it makes sense to exercise the 

option and pay the termination fee as well as the other switching costs and instead charter three VLCC 

vessels at a fixed day rate for the remainder of the analysed contract period. 

The equivalent fixed day rate as a function of time and the spot freight rate was previously in Section 

2.5.1.2 determined to be: 

�̅�𝑡,𝑇 = 𝜃∗ +
𝐴(𝑇 − 𝑡, 𝜅 + 𝑟)

𝐴(𝑇 − 𝑡, 𝑟)
(𝑋(𝑡) − 𝜃∗) 

 

While the present value of all future fixed day rates was given by: 

𝑉𝐹𝐿𝑂𝑊(𝑋(𝑡), 𝑡; 𝑇) = �̅�𝑡,𝑇𝐴(𝑇 − 𝑡, 𝑟) = (𝑋(𝑡) − 𝜃∗)𝐴(𝑇 − 𝑡, 𝜅 + 𝑟) + 𝜃∗𝐴(𝑇 − 𝑡, 𝑟) 

 

The two FSOs currently operating in the Al-Shaheen oil field are both jointly owned by the shipowners 

Euronav B.V. and Overseas Shipholding Group (OSG). From Euronav’s annual report from 2016, it can be 

seen that last year’s revenue in their FSO segment was USD 65,125 million (see note 2, page 111). Since 

Euronav is currently only operating two FSOs and both in 50% co-ownership with OSG and both FSOs 

located in the Al-Shaheen oil field, it is assumed the USD 65,125 million is the sum of annual day rates for 

one FSO in 2016 equivalent to USD 178,425 per FSO per day. It is for the purpose of this analysis assumed 

that this day rate is not further negotiated and therefore remain constant throughout the analysed time 
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period, meaning for the coming 15 years. Normally payments are done on a monthly basis leading to a 

present value of future know payments of  

𝐹𝑃𝑉(0) = ∑
65,125,000

12⁄

(1+𝑟)𝑡
12∙15
𝑡=1 = USD 844,451,602 at the beginning of the period with 𝑟 = 2%. 

In the Table 14 and Figure 9 below are the estimated values of the American call option for each FSO 

contract shown for varying values of the assumed initial termination fee, 𝐾0, and the associated switching 

cost, 𝐶, which together becomes the strike price. It is clearly seen that the option value decreases as the 

strike price increases, but that the sensitivity is this large may be surprising. For example, be doubling the 

strike price the option value can change from USD 148.0 million to USD 20.7 million. 

  𝑲𝟎 [mUSD] 

  150 180 210 240 270 300 330 

𝑪 
[mUSD] 

30 148.0 120.5 96.0 73.1 52.2 34.2 20.7 

60 118.3 91.7 68.0 45.8 27.1 14.3 5.7 

90 88.8 63.9 40.6 20.9 9.1 2.3 - 

120 60.2 36.2 17.1 6.5 1.0 - - 

150 32.6 14.0 4.4 0.3 - - - 
Table 14: Value of termination option (American call) per FSO with 𝜃∗ = 55,000, 𝑋(0) = 24,228, 𝜎 =
10,453, 𝜅 = 0.23, 𝑟 = 0.02, and 𝑇 = 15. 500 paths generated per simulation. 

 

Figure 9: Option value per FSO contract for different values of strike prices with 𝜃∗ = 55,000, 𝑋(0) = 24,228, 𝜎 =
10,453, 𝜅 = 0.23, 𝑟 = 0.02, and 𝑇 = 15. 500 paths generated per simulation. 

Table 15 furthermore shows option value as a percentage of the present value of the all payments under 

each existing FSO contract. Depending very much on the agreed termination fee and the actual switching 
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cost the termination option in the FSO time-charter contract may account for a large or an insignificant part 

of the agreed day rate. For example if the switching cost per FSO is USD 30 million (3.6% of contract value) 

and the termination fee is USD 150 million (17.8% of contract value) 17.5% of a fair day rate would be due 

to the termination option. In other words, if the option was to be taken out, the charterer should get a 

17.5% reduction in the day rate assuming this happens at the very beginning of the contract period. 

  𝑲𝟎 [%] 

  17.8 21.3 24.9 28.4 32.0 35.5 39.1 

𝑪 
[%] 

3.6 17.5 14.3 11.4 8.7 6.2 4.0 2.4 

7.1 14.0 10.9 8.0 5.4 3.2 1.7 0.7 

10.7 10.5 7.6 4.8 2.5 1.1 0.3 - 

14.2 7.1 4.3 2.0 0.8 0.1 - - 

17.8 3.9 1.7 0.5 0.0 - - - 
Table 15: Option value per FSO as a percentage of the present value of future agreed day rates with 𝜃∗ =
55,000, 𝑋(0) = 24,228, 𝜎 = 10,453, 𝜅 = 0.23, 𝑟 = 0.02, and 𝑇 = 15. 500 paths generated per 
simulation 

It should be noted that the percentages in Table 15 relate to the termination option only. Additional 

contributions of “options value” included in the day rates will come from other options, e.g. buy and 

extension. The size of these contributions are, however, unknown. 

In Section 3.2 it was explained the values assumed for volatility, 𝜎 = 10,453, and speed of mean reversion, 

𝜅 = 0.23, were directly adopted from Tvedt (1997) with the underlying assumption that these have 

remained constant for the past 20 years and will continue to do so coming 15 years. However, as with all 

other constant parameters this is more likely not to be the case in the reality. Especially seen in the light of 

the many complex factors that influences the shipping market as described in Section 2.1. It is therefore 

relevant to investigate how sensitive the estimated option value is to changes in these two parameters.  

  𝝈 
  2,500 5,000 7,500 10,000 12,500 15,000 17,500 

𝜿 

0.15 0.47 4.58 8.55 16.14 23.12 26.85 36.42 

0.20 3.90 8.58 13.04 18.93 23.84 28.43 37.02 

0.25 11.16 14.54 17.79 22.37 27.02 29.24 37.32 

0.30 18.51 19.47 21.87 26.10 28.08 32.46 37.40 

0.35 24.09 25.13 27.53 28.25 31.16 32.51 37.43 
Table 16: Value of termination option (American call) per FSO with 𝜃∗ = 55,000, 𝑋(0) = 24,228, 𝑟 =
0.02, C= 90 ∙ 106, 𝐾0 = 240 ∙ 106, and 𝑇 = 15. 500 paths generated per simulation. 
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Figure 10: Option value per FSO contract for different values of volatility and speed of mean reversion with 𝜃∗ =
55,000, 𝑋(0) = 24,228, 𝑟 = 0.02, C= 90 ∙ 106, 𝐾0 = 240 ∙ 106, and 𝑇 = 15. 500 paths generated per simulation. 

From Table 16 and Figure 10 it is seen that there is a positive correlation between the option value and the 

volatility and speed of mean reversion. Intuitively this seems reasonable as a high volatility would imply the 

there is a larger probability that the option would be in-the-money and thereby be exercised. The 

termination option is essentially an insurance for the charterer against unfavourable changes in the spot 

freight rate market, and the more volatile this market is the more value such an insurance has. A higher 

speed of mean reversion also implies a higher option value, but the higher the volatility is the less influence 

the speed of mean reversion has. 
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3.3 Assumptions and limitations 

The Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process has been used to simulate the spot freight rate market for VLCC vessels. 

As always when using a model to represent an actual process it is important to consider the properties of 

the model and what estimation errors these may lead to before drawing any conclusions. 

3.3.1 One-factor model 

The Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process is a so-called one-factor model, which means that it only depends on a 

single factor. In the modelling and simulations in this thesis that one factor is the spot freight rate. In other 

words, it has been assumed that current the value of the option depends alone on the current spot freight 

rate and that all relevant market information is already factored into this rate. Any information not 

included into spot freight rate will consequently be disregarded in the option valuation. A time period of 15 

years is being considered, so there may well be knowledge or expectations about the future market 

conditions towards the end of the period, which are not yet taken into account in the current spot freight 

rate. 

Although a VLCC vessel is a relatively common vessel class there are in practise significant differences 

within the world fleet. Some vessels will be newly built while other will be close to their end of life. 

Furthermore, the size of vessels belonging to the VLCC class span over a range as indicated in Table 1 and 

there may well also be differences in terms of equipment on board, bunker efficiency, etc. The figures in 

Section 3.1 are all average numbers. If Maersk Oil would be willing to/able to charter 3 VLCCs that would all 

be scrapped the day after the 15 years period ends the day rates may well be less that indicated in the 

analyses above and hence the value of the termination option in the time-charter contract would be larger. 

On the other hand, older vessels would usually require additional maintenance. Stopford (2009) actually 

argues that it is the vessels age that is the factor that has the biggest influence of its value. The opposite 

holds if Maersk Oil would require the vessels to be newbuilds. A multi-factor model could potentially 

capture these variations more accurately and thereby improve the estimations. 

3.3.2 A parametric model 

A parametric model is described by a finite number of parameters that belong to a family of distributions, 

in this case the normal distribution. The Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process is such a parametric model where the 

underlying assumption is that the spot freight is normally distributed. This is an assumption implied by the 

model selection. 
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Adland (2000) suggests using the monthly spot freight rates over a period of 10 years and a non-parametric 

model2 to model the spot freight rates. Such a model should in principle be able capture the real behaviour 

of the spot freight rates better. His conclusion is that the spot freight rates seems slightly right-skewed 

indicating although it is also mentioned that too few observations have been obtained to reach a 

statistically confident estimate. However, this does indicate that by using the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, 

an additional error is introduced. 

3.3.3 Constant market price of freight rate risk 

The riskless interest rate has been used for calculating the discount and annuity factors. To do this the true 

probability measure, 𝑃, was transformed to the risk-neutral probability measure, 𝑄 using Girsanov’s 

Theorem. The market price of freight rate risk, 𝜆, was consequently introduced and integrated into the 

Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. 𝜆 was assumed to be constant. 

An intuitive way of understanding the market price of freight rate risk is to consider the difference between 

the implied forward freight rate and the expected spot freight rate. Adland (2003) investigates this 

assumption for the bulk shipping industry where he concludes that this must be time varying and 

depending on the spot freight rate and the duration of the time-charter period. He discusses the possibility 

that other factors than just volatility determines the market price of freight rate risk and that it may well be 

increasing as a function of the spot freight rate level. If the latter is the case, it implies that the shipowners 

are compensated less for trading their vessels in the spot market when spot freight rates are low compared 

to when they are high. 

3.3.4 Constant riskless interest rate 

Throughout the thesis, it has been assumed that the riskless interest rate is constant while this will in 

reality not be the case. The riskless interest rate will vary over time, but to simplify the calculations this 

assumption was made.  

In principle, it is possible to define a riskless interest rate curve over the period and use that when 

discounting the various cash flows. However, it is unclear whether such a riskless interest rate as a function 

of time will necessarily be a better estimate of the actual riskless interest rate. 

3.3.5 Continuous time 

When deriving expressions based on the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process as well as when discounting cash 

flows in Longstaff and Schwartz’s least squares procedure continuous compounding has been applied for 

                                                           

2 An example of a simple non-parametric model is a histogram. 
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discounting cash flows. By doing that it is assumed the time steps are essentially 0, Δ𝑡 → 0, which seems 

like a reasonable assumption since the spot freight rates are published daily and the time-charter contract 

duration being considered is 15 years. 

By assuming continuous time, it also makes it possible to value the termination option as an American 

option. An American option can be exercised anytime, but in practise this will only be possible a specified 

points in time, e.g. at the end of a day, month, or year. By using time steps of 1 day (Δ𝑡 = 1
365⁄ ≈ 0) in 

the simulations it is being assumed that the time-charter contract can be terminated at the end of any day. 

3.3.6 Tax 

There is no corporate income taxes in Qatar, which is why a potential tax shield on paid charter day rates 

have not been considered in the analysis. However, if Maersk Oil was liable to corporate income tax and if 

the day rates to some extent could be deducted, this would need to be taken into account as it impacts 

there difference between paying day rates for the FSOs and different day rates for the VLCCs. 
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4 Conclusion 

The objective set out in this thesis was to investigate how options to terminate time-charter contracts 

could be valued and how big an error is made by neglecting this value in the usual financial models based 

on discounted cash flows. A specific example of two Floating Storage and Offloading (FSO) vessels 

chartered by Maersk Oil in Qatar was used as case for the analysis. When the fair value of options built into 

contracts is not known, the charterer risks paying too high day rates for the time-charter or the shipowner 

risks not getting a fair price for the risk that he is taking by offering the options. And since it is not normal 

practise in analyses and negotiations of long-term time-charter contracts to spend time and effort valuing 

the various options, possibly because they in practise can be relatively complex, it may be reasonable to 

assume that agreed day rates are never completely fair. 

In the first part of the theoretical framework, an overview was given of the shipping market and its 

dynamics. The Shipping Market Model describes the key factors that influence the supply and demand 

sides of the market. I also gives us valuable insights into why imbalance in the shipping market can often be 

observed in the beginning of a market upturns and downturns. In addition to the macro-economic view on 

the shipping market some of the main business risks that shipping companies face were also briefly 

discussed. This provided the background for having options in time-charter contracts. 

The analysis and valuation of the termination options in Maersk Oil’s FSO contracts was based on the 

Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, which is a stochastic model used for describing the behaviour of the VLCC 

spot freight rates, and on Longstaff and Schwartz’s least-squares method of valuating American options. A 

closed-form solution to the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process was derived, which in turn enabled us to derive 

analytic solutions to simple freight rate contingent claims following the approach taken in Jørgensen and 

Giovanni (2010). 

Longstaff and Schwartz (2001) suggests a simple least-squares approach to valuating American options. The 

approach is based on a set of simulated paths of the underlying asset on which the option is written. In this 

case, the underlying asset is the Very Large Crude Carriers (VLCCs) – Maersk Oil’s alternative to the FSOs – 

and paths were therefore generated using the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. At each time step, the present 

value of expected payoffs for continuing (not exercising the American option) was estimated across the set 

of generated paths and compared to the payoff if the option was exercised at the current time step. If the 

continuation value was larger than the current payoff, the option was not exercised. 

With the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process and Longstaff and Schwartz’s valuation method described analysis 

could be done on the case of Maersk Oil’s FSOs. First step was to estimate the parameters of the Ornstein-
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Uhlenbeck process providing the best fit between actual market data and the simulated paths, which was 

done as a combination of reusing parameters estimated in Tvedt (1997) and obtaining new parameter 

estimates based on latest market data. The strike price was furthermore modelled consisting of two 

components: A time dependent termination fee and a constant switching cost. With these estimates in 

place the simulations and option valuation could finally be performed. 

The simulations revealed that the fair option price is very sensitive to the agreed strike price, but also the 

volatility of the VLCC spot freight rates as well as the speed of mean reversion. If the total strike price is 

doubled from USD 180 million to USD 360 million (constant part of USD 30 million) the value of the option 

drops approximately 86%. This indicates that the strike price agreed in the FSO contracts will have a 

significant impact on the fair day rates. In this example going from accounting for 17.5% of the total day 

rate to only 2.4%.  

The valuation of the termination options in 15-year contracts was based on parametric model of the VLCC 

spot freight rates assuming that the parameters remained constant throughout the past period of data 

used to estimate them until the end of the contracts. This seems like a stretched assumption. The market 

may evolve over a 15+-year period, maybe due to some of the macro-economic factors described by The 

Shipping Market Model, and the value of a particular option in any time-charter contracts will as a 

consequence not stay constant during the entire contract period. Other assumptions and limitations 

described in previous sections in total mean that the absolute option values estimated most likely come 

with a significant amount of uncertainty. However, the sensitivity to especially the strike price also imply 

that the option valuation should not be neglected despite the potentially large uncertainties. 

To get an even better understanding of the true and fair value of options in time-charter contracts 

additional research would have to be conducted. This could include: 

 A more thorough statistical analysis of historic VLCC spot freight rates. 

 Further investigation and comparison of additional stochastic models to describe the behaviour of 

the VLCC spot freight rates. Examples could be the Geometric Mean Reversion process in Tvedt 

(1997) or non-parametric models as in Adland (2000). 

 Further investigation and comparison of additional approach to option valuation. For example by 

supplementing with the binomial tree approach proposed in Copeland and Weston (1982). 

 Valuation of Bermudan options to obtain estimates that are more precise. 
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 Consider investigating compounded options. If the FSO time-charter contracts are terminated and 

instead new ones for VLCCs are entered into, chances are that these new agreement will also have 

options built into them.  

 Valuation of other relevant options, e.g. options to extend the contract duration or to buy the 

chartered vessels, in order to get the full picture of how options affects the fair day rates.  
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6 Appendix 

6.1 Derivation of mean and variance of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process 

6.1.1 The time t conditional mean 

The solution of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process was presented in Section 2.5: 

𝑋(𝑇) = 𝑋(𝑡)𝑒−𝜅(𝑇−𝑡) + 𝜃(1 − 𝑒−𝜅(𝑇−𝑡)) + 𝜎 ∫ 𝑒−𝜅(𝑇−𝑢)𝑑𝑊(𝑢)
𝑇

𝑡

 

 

Taking the expectation of this expression: 

𝐸𝑡{𝑋(𝑇)} = 𝐸{(𝑡)𝑒−𝜅(𝑇−𝑡)} + 𝐸{𝜃(1 − 𝑒−𝜅(𝑇−𝑡))} + 𝐸 {𝜎 ∫ 𝑒−𝜅(𝑇−𝑢)𝑑𝑊(𝑢)
𝑇

𝑡

} 

 

Since the standard Wiener process has zero mean and the other two terms are constant (time 𝑡 conditional 

mean), the expression simplifies to: 

𝐸𝑡{𝑋(𝑇)} = 𝑋(𝑡)𝑒−𝜅(𝑇−𝑡) + 𝜃(1 − 𝑒−𝜅(𝑇−𝑡)) 

 

6.1.2 The time t conditional variance 

Again, starting by taking the variance of the solution to the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process: 

𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑡{𝑋(𝑇)} = 𝑉𝑎𝑟{(𝑡)𝑒−𝜅(𝑇−𝑡)} + 𝑉𝑎𝑟{𝜃(1 − 𝑒−𝜅(𝑇−𝑡))} + 𝑉𝑎𝑟 {𝜎 ∫ 𝑒−𝜅(𝑇−𝑢)𝑑𝑊(𝑢)
𝑇

𝑡

} 

 

As the first two terms are constant and therefore have zero variance and the Wiener process has zero 

mean and variance of one, we are left with: 

𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑡{𝑋(𝑇)} = 𝜎2 ∫ 𝑒−2𝜅(𝑇−𝑢)𝑑𝑢
𝑇

𝑡

 

𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑡{𝑋(𝑇)} = 𝜎2 [
1

2𝜅
𝑒−2𝜅(𝑇−𝑢)]

𝑢=𝑡

𝑢=𝑇
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𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑡{𝑋(𝑇)} = 𝜎2 (
1

2𝜅
𝑒−2𝜅(𝑇−𝑇) −

1

2𝜅
𝑒−2𝜅(𝑇−𝑡)) 

𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑡{𝑋(𝑇)} =
𝜎2

2𝜅
(1 − 𝑒−2𝜅(𝑇−𝑡)) 
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6.2 Matlab code 

6.2.1 Initialisation of variables 

%% INITIALISATION OF VARIABLES 

  
clear all; clc;             % Clear variables 
clf; close all;             % Clear figures 

  
theta   = 55000;            % Long-term mean spot rate 
                            % Tvedt = 14371 
x_0     = 24228;            % Initial spot rate 
sigma   = 10453;            % Standard deviation 
kappa   = 0.23;             % Speed of mean reversion 
r       = 0.02;             % Riskless interest rate 
K_0     = 240e6;            % Termination fee (variable part of strike price) 
C       = 90e6;             % Switching cost (constant part of strike price) 
F_FSO   = 65125000;         % Sum of yearly day rates in current FSO contracts 
dt      = 1/365;            % Size of time steps in years 
r_disc  = (1 + r)^dt - 1;   % Discrete compounded interest rate 
t_end   = 15;               % End time in years 
t       = 0:dt:t_end;       % Time vector 
t_short = t(1:end-1);       % Time vector 
nPaths  = 500;              % No. of paths simulated 
compounding = -1;           % Continuous compounding 
nTimes = length(t)-1;       % Number of simulation times steps. 
times = t(1:end-1);         % Vector of times corresponding to the input  
                            % swap values 
tStart = t(1);              % Start time of exercise 

  
% Initial specification of properties of interest rate structure 
RateSpec = intenvset('Rates', r, 'Compounding',compounding); 

  

  
x       = x_0*ones(nPaths, length(t));      % Vector initialisation 
V_flow  = zeros(nPaths, length(t));         % Vector initialisation 
X_swap  = zeros(nPaths, length(t));         % Vector initialisation 

  
s = rng('shuffle'); 
% rng(883857577); 

  
% A matrix with annuity factors in the diagonal is constructed 
annuity_factor = zeros(length(t_short), length(t_short)); 
for i=1:length(t) - 1 
    N = length(t) - i; 
    annuity_factor(i,i) = ((1 + r_disc)^N - 1) / ((1 + r_disc)^N * r_disc); 
end 

  

  

  

6.2.2  Generation of paths 

%% GENERATION OF PATHS 

  
% Matrices containing the simulated paths are built. x being the simulated 
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% spot rates, V_flow being the contingency claim on the variable spot rate, 
% X_swap being the equivalent fixed rate from time t until the end of the 
% simulation. 
for j=1:nPaths 
    for i=1:(length(t)-1) 
        x(j,i+1) = x(j,i)+ kappa*(theta-x(j,i))*dt + sigma*sqrt(dt)*randn; 
    end 

     
    for i=1:length(t) 
        V_flow(j,i) = (x(j,i) - theta) * annuity(t_end - t(i), r + kappa)... 
            + theta * annuity(t_end - t(i), r); 
        X_swap(j,i) = theta + (annuity(t_end - t(i), r + kappa)/... 
            annuity(t_end - t(i), r)) * (x(j,i) - theta); 
    end 
end 

  
% Present value of paying the swap rate until end of the simulation. 
V_swap = X_swap(:,1:end-1) * annuity_factor; 
PV_flow = V_flow(:,1:end-1) * annuity_factor; 

  
% Each VLCC will replace 2/3 FSO. Calculating the present value of 
% equivalent FSO day rates. 
F_day = F_FSO * dt * (2/3) * ones(nPaths, length(t)-1) * annuity_factor; 

  
% Difference (present value of future cash flow) on which the American call 
% option is written. 
Diff = F_day - V_swap; 

  
  

6.2.3 Simulation 

%% SIMULATION 

  
% The strike price is not constact but assumed declining linearily from X_0 
% at time 0 to C at the end of the simulation. 
strike = zeros(1,length(t)); 

  
K_0_VLCC = K_0 * (2/3); 
C_VLCC = C * (2/3); 

  
for i=1:length(t) 
    strike(i) = - K_0_VLCC/t_end * t(i) + K_0_VLCC + C_VLCC; 
end 

  
% Model the continuation function as a simple 3rd-order polynomial. 
F = @(x, a, b, c, d) (a + b*x + c*x.^2 + d*x.^3); 

  
% Pre-allocate option cash flow matrix, and initialize the terminal value 
% at expiration to the cash flow of its European counterpart. 
V = zeros(nPaths, nTimes); % Option cash flow matrix. 
V(:,end) = max(Diff(:,end) - strike(end), 0); 

  
% Step backward through time, successively updating the option cash flow 
% matrix  via Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regression of in-the-money sample  
% paths. 
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for iTime = (nTimes - 1):-1:1 

  
    % Find all in-the-money sample paths, and format the regression arrays.  
    % If no in-the-money paths are found, then assume the option is not 
    % exercised. 
    inTheMoney = find(Diff(:,iTime) > strike(iTime));  % Put option. 

  
    if ~isempty(inTheMoney) 

  
        % For all in-the-money sample paths, identify any positive option 
        % cash flows that occur after the current sample time, the sample 
        % times at which the cash flows occur, and the column indices of 
        % the cash flow matrix associated with them. If there is no 
        % subsequent cash flow for a given path, then set the column index 
        % to one just so indexing operations do not produce an error. 
        iCashFlows = V(inTheMoney,(iTime + 1):end) > 0;     % Find positive CFs. 
        tNext = iCashFlows * times((iTime + 1):nTimes)';    % Time  of next CF. 
        iNext = max(iCashFlows * ((iTime+1):nTimes)', 1);   % Index of next CF. 

  
        % Format the regression matrices, which include the current values 
        % of the underlier of all in-the-money sample paths (X), and the 
        % discounted value of subsequent option cask flows associated with 
        % the same paths (Y). If there is no subsequent cash flow for a 
        % given path, then set the discount factor to zero just to be 
        % clear. The following code segment assumes a constant riskless 
        % discount rate 

  
        % In-the-money prices. 
        X = V_swap(inTheMoney, iTime); 

         
        % Calculate intrinsic value 
        intrinsicValue = max(X - strike(iTime), 0); 

         
        % Calculate applicable discounts. 
        D = zeros(size(tNext)); 
        DMask = tNext>times(iTime);         

                 
        % Return intrinsic value if this is the first in-the-money time. 
        if isempty(tNext(DMask))                         
            V(inTheMoney,  iTime) = intrinsicValue; 
            V(inTheMoney, (iTime + 1):end) = 0; 
            continue; 
        end 

         
        RS = intenvset(RateSpec, 'StartTimes', times(iTime),... 
            'EndTimes', tNext(DMask)); 
        D(DMask) = intenvget(RS, 'Disc'); 

         
        % To improve numerical stability, normalize X and Y by the strike 
        % price. 
        X = X ./ strike(iTime);          
        Y = (V(sub2ind(size(V), inTheMoney, iNext)) .* D) ./ strike(iTime); 

  
        % Perform the OLS regression.  
        OLS = [ones(numel(X),1) X  X.^2 X.^3] \ Y; 
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        % Determine the intrinsic value of immediate exercise and the value 
        % of continuation (both scaled back to actual (i.e., unnormalised) 
        % CFs). 
        continuationValue = F(X, OLS(1), OLS(2), OLS(3), OLS(4)) .* 

strike(iTime);         
        iExercise = intrinsicValue > continuationValue; 

  
        % Update the option cash flow matrix if immediate exercise is more 
        % valuable than continuation. Note that continuation values are not 
        % inserted into the option cash flow matrix, but rather determine 
        % whether or not intrinsic values are. Also, since the option can 
        % only be exercised once, over-write all non-zero cash flows after 
        % the current time. 
        V(inTheMoney(iExercise),  iTime) = intrinsicValue(iExercise); 
        V(inTheMoney(iExercise), (iTime + 1):end) = 0; 

  
    end 
end 

  
% Value the option by discounting the cash flows in the option cash flow 
% matrix back to the initial time (i.e., tStart) and converting to value 
% per FSO contract. 
stoppingTimes = (V > 0) * times'; 
D = zeros(size(stoppingTimes)); 
DMask = stoppingTimes > tStart; 
RS = intenvset(RateSpec, 'StartTimes', tStart, 'EndTimes', ... 
    stoppingTimes(DMask)); 
D(DMask) = intenvget(RS, 'Disc'); 
value = mean(sum(V,2) .* D) * (3/2) 

 

 

6.2.4 Annuity function 

%% ANNUITY FUNCTION 
% This function calculates the annuity factor using continuous 
% compounding 

  
function a = annuity(tau, delta) 
    a = (1 - exp(-delta * tau)) / delta; 
end 

 


